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Abstract 
Parkinson’s disease is a neurodegenerative disorder that affects approximately 0.2% 

of the population having motor disabilities as its most prominent feature. A symptom 

of the disease is lowered dopamine levels which often is countered by oral intake of a 

medication called Levodopa. However, for the dopamine levels to be steady, a patient 

would need to regularly take the medication throughout the day. As the disease and 

the treatment progresses, the correct medicine prescription becomes more difficult. 

This project is the continuation of a previous project done by students at Uppsala 

University, in which a Machine Learning model with the help of Support Vector 

Machine could classify data collected from a handheld accelerometer as the user 

being either under or overdosed for Parkinson’s Disease.     

The goal of this project was to achieve a similar result by developing a mobile app. 

The mobile app was supposed to allow the user to follow a path displayed on the 

screen with their finger, meanwhile the app would collect touch data in the form of 

coordinates and timestamp these. The app development proved to be successful, and 

the collected data was sent to a database hosted on the Google cloud service Firebase 

for storage. From there, the data could be downloaded and imported to MATLAB 

where an SVM model was set up and trained. Once trained using data collected from 

healthy individuals as well as patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease, the SVM 

could accurately differentiate between Parkinson’s disease data and healthy data with 

a success rate of 91.7%.  
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Nomenclature 

Terminology 
iOS  Apples operating system running on iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. 

Android Googles mobile operating system. 

MATLAB Matrix Laboratories, a program used for numerical computations. 

  

Abbreviations 
 

NEP   Nordic Electronic Partner 

AI  Artificial Intelligence 

ML  Machine Learning 

PD  Parkinson’s Disease  

UWP    Universal Windows Platform  

UI  User Interface 

SVM  Support Vector Machine 

JSON     JavaScript Object Notation 

ROC  Receiver Operating Characteristics 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose  
The objective of this project is to aid NEP and its collaborator Sensidose in developing 

a tool that can be used to assist in determining the correct medicine dosage for PD 

patients. The project is a continuation of previous work done by students in the 

Department of Electrical Engineering at Uppsala University [1].  

1.2 Background 
Parkinson’s Disease is widely spread among the population, it is believed that 

approximately 1 in 500 people are affected. There is currently no cure for the disease 

but treatments are available which help to reduce symptoms [2]. One of the most 

common treatment methods is oral Levodopa intake, which usually works well in the 

early stages of the disease but as the disease and the treatment progresses the results 

vary and the dosing becomes more difficult [3]. Here, an AI algorithm might be able to 

aid in determining the correct medicine dosage if it is given enough relevant data.  

1.3 Project Description 
The previous work [1] proved that controlled hand movement could be a valid 

measurement in evaluating PD medical state. Therefor the group was tasked with 

developing a phone app for patients suffering from PD where the users finger 

movement would be logged. The app’s purpose is to collect data from the user with 

the ultimate goal of being able to determine the medical state of the user with regard 

to their disease. This determined state would be presented to the user in 3 levels: 

green, yellow, and red. Where a green signal would be either a relatively healthy 

individual or a patient performing well compared to previous measurements. This 

would mean that the medication dosage was adequate. A yellow signal would be an 

indication that the subject isn’t performing as well and should be mindful of their 

experienced symptoms and possibly investigate the medicine dosage in company with 

their doctor. A red signal would be a sign for the user to contact their doctor as their 

condition is bad or deteriorating. The data collected would also be shared with the 

doctors of the users. 

The usefulness of the app would be in allowing doctors to regularly monitor their 

patients and prioritize the care based on the test results. 
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2. Theory 

2.1 Parkinson 
Parkinson's disease is a neurological disease that happens as the result of the 

damage to parts of the brain over several years, when certain nerve cells in the brain 

which control the motor system gradually die. These cells produce an important 

chemical called dopamine. Dopamine plays a vital role in coordinating and regulating 

body movement; therefore death or dysfunctions of these cells reduce the production 

of dopamine in the brain which causes the disease. However, it is not known what 

causes the death of these dopamine-producing cells. 

People suffering from Parkinson's show both physical and psychological symptoms. 

The main signs of Parkinson's that are related to the motor system include tremors or 

shaking, slow movement, and difficulty in balancing and coordinating body movement. 

As stated earlier, the result of the treatment varies as the disease progresses and the 

effect of levodopa decreases which leads to needing more medication. Involuntary 

movements called Dyskinesia appear due to higher doses of levodopa and 

bradykinesia as a result of low dosage [4]. Wearing-off is a problem that happens after 

undergoing treatment with levodopa over several years, when the effect of levodopa 

decreases before the next dose. In this state, Parkinson's symptoms return or get 

worse until the next dose is taken. This complication, for some people, can begin within 

one to two years of starting levodopa therapy, for others, treatment can remain 

effective for five years or more. Generally, the sufferers experience PD differently, and 

the wearing-off symptoms they notice are individual [5]. The figure below shows a 

pattern of wearing-off during the day for someone suffering from PD. 

 

Figure 1. Typical pattern of wearing-off for PD patients during a day [6] 

2.2 App development  

2.2.1 JavaScript 

JavaScript is a high-level object-oriented weakly-typed interpreted programming 

language used to build interactive and responsive web pages. A scripting language 

used to build and control the dynamic content of web pages and develop mobile 

applications and games. It has this feature to manually move or update anything on 

the page, or in other words, without having to reload the page. 
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Though originally only being run in web browsers JavaScript has through runtime 

environments such as “Node.js” become an all-purpose programming language [7]. 

            2.2.2 Node.js 

Node.js is a JavaScript interpreter disconnected from the browser allowing JavaScript 

to be run backend as a server or as in our case, a development environment [8]. 

             2.2.3 React Native Expo 

React.js is an open-source and declarative JavaScript library developed at Facebook 

(Meta) which is used for building user interfaces for web pages. React Native is an 

extension of the react framework primarily targeting native applications rather than 

web pages, this framework allows developers to build towards Android, IOS, web, and 

UWP. 

With the help of JavaScript language and react it is possible to create applications in 

the framework React Native where the written codes can be shared between different 

platforms such as Android, iOS, web, and even UWP, Universal Windows Platform [9]. 

React Native Expo builds upon React Native by abstracting away platform-specific 

functions and replacing them with common functions for both IOS and Android 

allowing developers to write code for both platforms simultaneously [10]. 

2.2.4 Firebase 

Firebase is a development platform that provides the possibility to synchronize data 

between user machines or smartphones and it has a cloud storage system that 

connects to the application for real-time access to data from different platforms [11]. 

2.3 Machine learning 
Machine learning is a subset of AI in the field of Computer Science. It utilizes different 

algorithms with the target for computers to learn based on large amounts of data in 

order to make predictions and forecasts without it being explicitly programmed. There 

are mainly three different types of ML algorithms, Supervised learning, Unsupervised 

learning and Reinforcement learning [12].  

In supervised learning, data is provided labelled with the desired output and fed to the 

machine which tries to learn a pattern of matching the input data to the output labels 

[13]. In unsupervised learning, input data is delivered to the machine without labels, 

as the machine does not have access to the expected outputs it instead tries to find 

patterns in the input data and grouping similar data together using clustering [14]. 

Reinforcement learning consists of the learner (machine) and a supervisor, the learner 

which tries to perform a task which the supervisor scores. The learner then tries to 

make random adjustments to its way of solving the task and tries to maximize the 

score from the supervisor [15]. 
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Figure 2. Visualization of the different types of ML and its subcategories [16] 

2.3.1 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

Support Vector Machine, as seen in figure 2, is one of the supervised learning 

algorithms used for classification problems in ML. SVMs implements both linear and 

nonlinear classification and is the most commonly used ML classification technique 

because of its valuable performance [17]. The algorithm defines the maximally 

separable space between the different classes which ought to be classified. The 

classes are separated by a so called hyperplane which maximizes the margin between 

the classes. The SVMs learn from labeled datasets, then unlabeled data can be 

classified based on what side of the hyperplane it falls [18]. 

 

Figure 3. Example of Support Vector Machine 

2.4 MATLAB Classification Learner App 
MATLAB (Matrix Laboratory) is a computer program and programming language 

developed by MathWorks primarily used for computing numeric calculations. MATLAB 
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has a wide range of different toolboxes and apps which can be used to assist in 

performing technical computing tasks. MATLAB has an app named Classification 

Learner which is used to train models in classifying data using supervised learning 

[19]. The Classification Learner App consists of different supervised learning 

algorithms which are used to validate and train models to classify both binary and 

multiclass problems. The app enables the user to train multiple models in parallel and 

then compare their accuracy, giving the user the ability to choose what model to use 

based on the calculated accuracy. 
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3. Method and implementation 

3.1 Pre-study 
Considering the group’s limited knowledge in ML, App development, and PD, the 

project started off as a pre-study where the group members gathered as much 

knowledge as possible in these areas. By studying the previous work [1], a SVM was 

determined as the best ML algorithm to be used for this project. MATLAB was chosen 

as the program where the SVM would be developed because of its ease of use, useful 

toolboxes, and the group’s familiarity to it. Regarding app development, two different 

frameworks were considered, Flutter SDK using the Kotlin language and React Native 

using JavaScript. The group chose to use the latter because of the lower perceived 

learning curve as well as one group member being experienced at JavaScript 

development. Regarding the study of PD, mainly general facts about the disease and 

research in using sensor data and AI to determine medicine dosage were studied. 

3.2 App UI 
In order to gather data from the user, they needed to perform a task which could be 

repeated and graded based on their dexterity. The difficulty of the task would need to 

be low so as to be convenient for the user to accomplish in a few seconds. 

3.2.1 Display circles 

The goal was to have the user presented with a shape which the user would track 

with their finger as fast and accurately as possible, as visual feedback the touched 

part of the shape would be erased. The approach was to build the shape out of 

circles where each circle was an object with an x- and y-coordinate and a radius. 

By drawing the letter “S” on screen by hand and saving the coordinates to a file the 

shape could later be regenerated at runtime by reading the file.  

 

Figure 4. First prototype: Hand drawn S-shape 
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3.2.2 Erasing circles 

In order to determine if a circle was touched, the distance from the touched point to 

the center of the circle was calculated, if this distance is less than the radius of the 

circle was touched and would then be deleted. The distance was calculated using 

simple Euclidean distance (Pythagoras theorem) as in Eq. 1: 

Eq. (1) 

𝑟 = √(𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ𝑥 − 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑥)2 + (𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ𝑦 − 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑦)2 

𝑟2 = (𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ𝑥 − 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑥)
2 + (𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ𝑦 − 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑦)

2 

By squaring the radii, the square root can be avoided for performance reasons. 

3.2.3 Normalized screen coordinates 

After being able to display and remove points a few different patterns needed to be 

added, here the need to normalize the screen coordinates arose. Due to phone 

screens being of different dimensions the coordinates of the points were chosen as 

floating-point numbers in a range (0.0, 1.0). This allowed for the app to scale the 

pattern to each phone’s specific dimensions by scaling the x-components by a factor 

of the screen width and similarly scaling the y-components by the screen height. 

For the new shapes, the old approach of drawing them by hand needed to be 

replaced in favour of generating them using algorithms, mainly for the sake of 

symmetry and evenness between points. Four new shapes were added: a vertical 

sinusoid, the absolute value of a vertical sinusoid, a vertical square wave, and a 

vertical triangle wave. 

    
Figure 5. New shapes (in order): 

sinusoid, abs sinusoid, square, triangle. 

In the search to find the optimal shape for allowing an AI to detect PD eventually lead 

to the shape generated from the triangle wave as it turned out to be the best shape for 

the purpose of the project and was therefore used in the data gathering and ML-part 

of the project. 
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3.2.4 Database 

However, a database was still required, a database is essentially a server that 

constantly listens to data being sent over the internet, and with such a few problems 

arise: 

1. The server would need to run at all times when a user could send or access data. 

2. The server should only accept data from confirmed users and only share data with 

authorized users. 

Google inc. being a tech giant focused on search engines and the web is a company 

all too familiar with these server problems has developed their own cloud hosting 

solution called Firebase Realtime Database in which data is stored in a JSON tree 

[20] on Googles servers. After setting it up any JavaScript object could be written to 

the database. 

Not knowing particularly what data to feed the AI, the “save it all”-approach was taken 

and every touch coordinate was logged and timestamped. This way every user input 

would be saved and uploaded to the database in order to later be imported to MATLAB 

where additional data processing could be applied. 

3.3 Data Collection 
With the app and database working, data would have to be gathered in order to train 

a ML model. The main issue was the lack of PD patients to gather data from. The 

group managed to find two patients who were willing to use the app and provide the 

required data. According to both patients, pure subjectively, their medication at the 

time was good and they did not have any objections regarding the medication. The 

lack of PD patients and so-called bad medicated patients made it difficult for the group 

to continue with the goal to determine different states of the medication. Therefore it 

was instead decided to first develop a model which could determine whether a person 

is suffering from PD or not. This could then possibly aid in future work, for instance the 

development of a model for determining the correct medication dosage.  Data were 

later collected from people not suffering from PD in the same age group as the PD 

patients to evade possible influences differences in age could alter.  

3.4 Machine Learning Algorithm development 

3.4.1 Preparing data 

Once the data had been stored in the database it needed to be accessible by MATLAB. 

The data was decoded from JSON to Structure arrays in MATLAB, where the data 

generated from each runtime were separated individually in MATLAB cell arrays which 

made it possible to work and choose what data set to be used at a time. The cell arrays 

consisted of each timestamp and its corresponding coordinates from the trials.  

Different groups of data must in most cases be of equal size to one another, and an 

equal amount of data points, for MATLAB and its toolboxes to use and process it. 

However, the data generated by the app are of different lengths based on how many 

pixels the user passed during the run. Therefore, the data generated from each run, 

the timestamps and each coordinate, were linearly interpolated in an equal amount of 

points. Then the data were separated into train and test data. 
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3.4.2 SVM development  
After the data was prepared so it could easily be handled in MATLAB, different kinds 

of methods and data were used in training multiple SVMs. The SVMs were trained and 

tested using different data as input, for instance the acceleration in each point and the 

mean acceleration. The Classification Learner app in MATLAB was used in training 

the SVMs. The best trained SVM resulted with the input being each timestamp and its 

corresponding coordinates for each run. The data for each run were put into rows of a 

matrix and the columns were the corresponding run. According to the Classification 

Learner app, a Gaussian SVM had the highest accuracy based on the data, therefore 

that model was chosen as the developed SVM.  
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4. Results 

4.1 App 

4.1.1 UI 

The final look of the UI was somewhat barebone displaying six buttons and a text field. 

While the purpose of most of these were to change between patterns as well as setting 

the id for the data in the database, they are simply there for the sake of testing. The 

only buttons meant to stay are “RENSA” for restarting the test and “SUBMIT” to log 

the test to the database. 

 

Figure 6. Final look of the app 

4.2 Data 
The collected data consists of coordinates and timestamps so in order to visualize it 

and recreate the user input a small script was written transforming the data to images 

as can be seen bellow. 
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Figure 7. Graphical representation of app data: PD patient (left) and healthy (right) 

4.3 Trained SVM model 
As the project work progressed and the limitations in patient testing occurred, the 

objective of the project in regard to developing a ML model in determining a PD 

patient’s medication state changed. Instead, it was decided to focus on training a 

model which could classify whether the user was suffering from PD or not. 

The resulting SVM model proved to be successful. When running data through the 

model with 12 runs as test data where 6 of them were runs performed by the 2 PD 

patients and the rest from 6 different healthy persons in the same age group, one 

healthy person got misclassified as a PD patient. Hence the model was estimated to 

have an accuracy of 91.7% based on the test data used. This can be visualized in the 

ROC curve in figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. ROC curve generated by testing the SVM model  
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5. Discussion 
As a whole, the results proved to be promising. The app worked as a well developed 

data collector as it monitored the users touch movements and the data was easily 

accessible and stored in a database. The developed ML model using SVM had an 

accuracy of 91.7% in distinguishing people suffering from PD and not based on the 

test data used. Even though this was not the project’s main purpose regarding the ML 

model, it is a step of the way towards determining medication states and actually being 

of any practical use.  

5.1 Future work 

5.1.1 App 

As of now the app works and does its job. However, in its current state it still is a 

prototype and needs some work before being able to be used by patients, such as: 

• The different code modules need better interfacing to make the code more 

readable and expandable. 

• Hide settings from UI, only show the user what they need to see. 

• Clearer instructions to the user. 

However, even with these changes the user would still have to regularly open the app 

and perform the test. Giving the user the ability to set alarms and be alerted when to 

take the test would likely increase the number of daily tests a user would perform which 

would increase the data gathered which in turn would aid the AI in its training to classify 

PD. An option would be having the patients use this alarm feature for when to take 

their medicine in conjunction with performing the test. 

5.1.2 Data 

The database is configured and the structure of the data is determined by the data the 

app uploads. Future work regarding the data would mainly be determining what data 

the app collects which is based on the needs of the AI. Finding exactly what data to 

collect and more importantly what data can be discarded would decrease the data size 

of a test and allow for less data stored on the server. 

5.1.3 ML model 

In order for the ML model to be used as its actual main purpose in defining different 

medication states, more data would have to be gathered from PD patients. Then 

filtering out unwanted and non-relevant data in determining medication would be 

crucial in order for the ML model to be optimal and of real use as a MedTech tool. 
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APPENDIX 
import React from "react"; 
import {View, Text, StyleSheet, Button, Image, Alert, StatusBar, Dimensions, TextInput} from "react-native"; 
import Svg, { Circle, Polyline } from "react-native-svg"; 
import {s_path, sin_path, sinabs_path, saw_path, square_path } from "./components/Shape"; 
import {logData} from "./components/Database"; 
 
const WIDTH = Dimensions.get("window").width; 
const HEIGHT = Dimensions.get("window").height; 
 
let path = []; 
path_start = {x: 0, y: 0, r: "45"}; 
path_end = {x: 0, y: 0, r: "45"}; 
 
function generatePath(idx){ 
    path = []; 
    if(idx === 0){ 
        for(let i = 0; i < sin_path.length; i++){ 
            path.push({x:WIDTH/2 + (sin_path[i].x*WIDTH/2 * 0.8), y:(sin_path[i].y*HEIGHT*0.65) + HEIGHT/15}); 
        } 
    } 
    else if(idx === 1){ 
        for(let i = 0; i < sinabs_path.length; i++){ 
            path.push({x:WIDTH/2 + (sinabs_path[i].x*WIDTH/2 * 0.8), y:(sinabs_path[i].y*HEIGHT*0.65) + HEIGHT/15}); 
        } 
    } else if(idx === 2){  
        for(let i = 0; i < saw_path.length; i++){ 
            path.push({x:WIDTH/2 + (saw_path[i].x*WIDTH/2 * 0.7), y:(saw_path[i].y*HEIGHT*0.65) + HEIGHT/15}); 
        } 
    } else if(idx === 3){ 
        for(let i = 0; i < square_path.length; i++){ 
            path.push({x:WIDTH/2 + (square_path[i].x*WIDTH/2 * 0.7), y:(square_path[i].y*HEIGHT*0.65) + HEIGHT/15}); 
        } 
    } else if(idx === 4){ 
        for(let i = 0; i < s_path.length; i++){ 
            path.push({x:s_path[i].x, y:s_path[i].y}); 
        } 
    } 
    else { 
        path = s_path.slice(); 
        console.log(path); 
    } 
    path_start.x = path[0].x; 
    path_start.y = path[0].y; 
    path_start.r = "45"; 
    path_end.x = path[path.length-1].x; 
    path_end.y = path[path.length-1].y; 
    path_end.r = "45"; 
} 
 
generatePath(0); 
 
function App(){ 
 
    const [points, setPoints] = React.useState([]); 
    const [disable, setDisable] = React.useState(true); 
    const [up, setUp] = React.useState([]); 
    const [id, setId] = React.useState(null); 
    const [shape, setShape] = React.useState(0); 
 
    function touchPoint(x, y){ 
        addPoint(x, y); 
        path.forEach(function(point, idx){ 
            if(Math.abs(point.y - y) > 20) // Möjlig optimering? 
                return; 
            const dist = Math.pow(x - point.x, 2) + Math.pow(y - point.y, 2); // kvadrerat avstånd 
            if(dist < 25*25){ //25^2 
                path.splice(idx, 1); 
            } 
            const dist_start = Math.pow(x - path_start.x, 2) + Math.pow(y - path_start.y, 2); 
            if(dist_start < 2025) //45^2 
            { 
                path_start.r = "0"; 
            } 
            const dist_end = Math.pow(x - path_end.x, 2) + Math.pow(y - path_end.y, 2); 
            if(dist_end < 2025) //45^2 
                path_end.r = "0"; 
        }); 
 
    } 
 
    function addPoint(x, y){ 
        setPoints([...points, {x: x, y: y, t: (new Date().getTime()/1000)}]); 
    } 
 
    function DrawCircles(props){ 
        return props.array.map((p, index) => { 
            return <Circle key={index} cx={p.x} cy={p.y} r={props.r} fill={props.c} /> 
        }); 
    } 
 
    function reset(){ 
        setPoints([]); 
        setUp([]); 
        generatePath(shape); 
        setDisable(true); 
    } 
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    return( 
        <View style={styles.container}> 
            <Text style={{fontSize: 24, padding: "5%"}}> 
                Följ strecket med ditt finger 
            </Text> 
            <Svg 
                style={{width:"100%", height:"80%"}} 
                onStartShouldSetResponder={(evt)=>true} 
                onMoveShouldSetResponder={(evt)=>true} 
                 
                onResponderMove={(evt)=>{ 
                    if(path_start.r == "0" && path_end.r == "0") setDisable(false); 
                    else setDisable(true); 
                    touchPoint(evt.nativeEvent.locationX, evt.nativeEvent.locationY); 
                }} 
 
                onResponderRelease={(evt)=>{ 
                    setUp([...up, {x: evt.nativeEvent.locationX, y: evt.nativeEvent.locationY, t: (new Date().getTime()/1000)}]); 
                }} 
            > 
                <DrawCircles r="25" c="green" array={path}/> 
                <Circle cx={path_start.x} cy={path_start.y} r={path_start.r} fill="red" /> 
                <Circle cx={path_end.x} cy={path_end.y} r={path_end.r} fill="red" /> 
                <Polyline points={points.map(p => `${p.x},${p.y}`).join(" ")} stroke="blue" strokeWidth="2" fill="none"/> 
            </Svg> 
            <View style={{display:"flex", flexDirection: "row", justifyContent: "space-between", width: "50%"}}> 
                <TextInput placeholder="ID" onChangeText={setId} style={{padding: 8, borderWidth:2, borderColor:"red"}}/> 

                <Button title="🌊" onPress={()=>{setShape(0); reset()}}/> 

                <Button title="🥉" onPress={()=>{setShape(1); reset()}}/> 

                <Button title="🦷" onPress={()=>{setShape(2); reset()}}/> 

                <Button title="📦" onPress={()=>{setShape(3); reset()}}/> 
            </View> 
            <View style={{display: "flex", flexDirection: "row", justifyContent: "space-between", width: "50%"}}> 
                <Button title="rensa" onPress={reset}/> 
                <Button 
                    title="Submit" 
                    disabled={disable} 
                    onPress={()=>{ 
                        const score = 1;//Math.round(100-100*S_shape.length/S_data.length); 

                        Alert.alert("Svar registrerat😎"); 
                        const t0 = points[0].t; 
                        for(let i = 0; i < points.length; i++){ 
                            points[i].t -= t0; 
                        } 
                        for(let i = 0; i < up.length; i++){ 
                            up[i].t -= t0; 
                        } 
                        logData(id, points, up, WIDTH, HEIGHT, shape); 
                    }} 
                /> 
            </View> 
        <StatusBar hidden={true}/> 
        </View> 
    ); 
} 
 

export default App; 
 
const styles = StyleSheet.create({ 
    container: { 
        flex: 1, 
        backgroundColor: '#fff', 
        alignItems: 'center', 
        justifyContent: 'center', 
    }, 
}); 

App.js: Main app code 
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let s_path = [ 
    { 
      "x": 248.56056213378906, 
      "y": 104.43762969970703, 
    }, 
    { 
      "x": 245.09559631347656, 
      "y": 104.88888549804688, 
    }, 
    … 
]; 
// remove every other point 
s_path = s_path.filter((point, index) => index % 3 === 0); 
 
let n = 50; 
 
let sin_path = []; 
for(let i = 0; i <= n; i++) { 
    sin_path.push({x: Math.sin(i/n * Math.PI * 2), y: i/n}); 
} 
 
let sinabs_path = []; 
for(let i = 0; i <= n; i++) { 
    sinabs_path.push({x: Math.abs(Math.sin(i/n * Math.PI * 2))-0.3, y: i/n}); 
} 
 

function lerp(x1, y1, x2, y2, n) { 
  let rv = [] 
  for(let i = 0; i <= n; i++) { 
    rv.push({x: x1 + (x2-x1) * i/n, y: y1 + (y2-y1) * i/n}); 
    } 
    return rv; 
} 
   
let saw_path = []; 
 
saw_path.push(...lerp(-1, 0, 1, 0.2, n/5)); 
saw_path.push(...lerp(1, 0.2, -1, 0.4, n/5)); 
saw_path.push(...lerp(-1, 0.4, 1, 0.6, n/5)); 
saw_path.push(...lerp(1, 0.6, -1, 0.8, n/5)); 
saw_path.push(...lerp(-1, 0.8, 1, 1, n/5)); 
 
let square_path = []; 
square_path.push(...lerp( -1,    0,  1,    0, 8)); 
square_path.push(...lerp(  1,    0,  1, 0.33, 8)); 
square_path.push(...lerp(  1, 0.33, -1, 0.33, 8)); 
square_path.push(...lerp( -1, 0.33, -1, 0.66, 8)); 
square_path.push(...lerp( -1, 0.66,  1, 0.66, 8)); 
square_path.push(...lerp(  1, 0.66,  1,    1, 8)); 
square_path.push(...lerp(  1,    1, -1,    1, 8)); 
 

export { s_path, sin_path, sinabs_path, saw_path, square_path }; 
Shape.js: Code for generating circle coordinates 
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Database.js 

import { initializeApp } from 'firebase/app'; 
import { getDatabase, ref, set } from 'firebase/database'; 
 
const firebaseConfig = { 
    apiKey: "---------------------------------", 
    authDomain: "parkinson-48f7e.firebaseapp.com", 
    databaseURL: "https://parkinson-48f7e-default-rtdb.europe-west1.firebasedatabase.app/", 
    projectId: "parkinson-48f7e", 
    storageBucket: "parkinson-48f7e.appspot.com", 
    messagingSenderId: "----------------", 
    appId: "--------------", 
    measurementId: "-----------" 
}; 
 
const app = initializeApp(firebaseConfig); 
 
const database = getDatabase(app); 
 
function logData(id, points, taps, width, height, shape) { 
    set(ref(database, "data/" + id), { 
        data: points, 
        timestamp: points[points.length - 1].t, 
        touchUp: taps, 
        width: width, 
        height: height, 
        shape: shape 
    }); 
} 
 
export { logData }; 

Database.js: Code to post data to the database 

% Read json file as struct 
pd_1Data = jsondecode(fileread('parkinson1.1.json')); 
 
file_structs = [pd_1Data.x2_322, pd_1Data.x2_3222, pd_1Data.x2_32222, ... 
    pd_1Data.x2_3, pd_1Data.f_1, pd_1Data.f_2, pd_1Data.f_3, pd_1Data.f_4 ... 
    pd_1Data.x32221, pd_1Data.f_7, pd_1Data.f_8, pd_1Data.x399911,  ... 
    pd_1Data.x2_31, pd_1Data.x39991, ... 
    pd_1Data.f_5, pd_1Data.f_6, pd_1Data.x32, pd_1Data.x399, pd_1Data.Eric_1... 
    pd_1Data.frisk1, pd_1Data.x2_3, pd_1Data.x2_32, pd_1Data.x39, ... 
    pd_1Data.Daniel1337, pd_1Data.f_9, pd_1Data.x3999]; 
 
class_train = ["PD", "PD", "PD", "PD", "F", "F", "F", "F", "PD", "F", "PD", "F", 
"PD", "PD"]; 
 
data_train = {}; 
 
for i = 1:length(class_train) 
    data_train{end + 1} = struct2cell(file_structs(i).data); 
end  
 
A_train = zeros(length(class_train), 501*3); 
 
for i = 1 : length(class_train) 
    cell_data = data_train{i}; 
    arr = test_interpolate(cell_data); 
    A_train(i, 1:501) = arr(1, :); 
    A_train(i, 502:1002) = arr(2, :); 
    A_train(i, 1003:1503) = arr(3, :); 
%     A_train(i, 1504) = mean(pd_acceleration(data_train{i})); 
%     A_train(i, 1505) = length(cell_data); 
end 
 
% Train model using classification learner app with A_train and class_train 
 
class_test = ["F", "F", "PD", "PD", "F", "F", "PD", "PD", "PD", "F", "F", "PD"]; 
 
data_test = {}; 
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for i = 1:length(class_test) 
    data_test{end + 1} = struct2cell(file_structs(length(class_train) + 
i).data); 
end  
 
A_test = zeros(length(class_test), 501*3); 
 
for i = 1 : length(class_test) 
    cell_data = data_test{i}; 
    arr = test_interpolate(cell_data); 
    A_test(i, 1:501) = arr(1, :); 
    A_test(i, 502:1002) = arr(2, :); 
    A_test(i, 1003:1503) = arr(3, :); 
end 
 
% Test model in Classification Learner app using A_test and class_test 
% Plot resulting ROC curve 
 
yfit = trainedModel.predictFcn(A_test(12, :)) 

1pd_svm.m: Main code for training the SVM in MATLAB 

function [lst] = interpolate(cell) 
 
cell = cell2mat(cell); 
 
step = cell(1, end) / 500; 
 
lst = interp1(cell(1, 1:end), [cell(1, :)', cell(2, :)', cell(3, :)'], cell(1, 
1) : step : cell(1, end)); 
 
lst = transpose(lst); 
 
end 

2interpolate.m: Help function for linear interpolation 


